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AbstrAct

IP address resources work as basic elements 
for providing broadband network services. How-
ever, the increase in number, diversity and com-
plexity of modern network devices and services 
creates unprecedented challenges for current 
manual IP address management. Manually main-
taining IP address resources could always be 
sub-optimal for IP resource utilization. Besides, 
it requires heavy human efforts from network 
operators. To achieve high utilization and flexi-
ble scheduling of IP network address resources, 
this article introduces APRIM, an innovative SDN-
based IP address pooling and intelligent manage-
ment system, in which we design a centralized 
address management system to realize dynamic 
allocation, reclaim, and reallocation of address 
blocks for the current BRAS/vBRAS deployment. 
We developed a prototype system and evalu-
ated the system based on real-world networks 
and users in two provinces from China Telecom. 
Experimental results demonstrate that our system 
can largely improve the address utilization effi-
ciently and reduce the network resource mainte-
nance workload.

IntroductIon
As a typical large-scale information network sys-
tem, broadband IP networks contain and main-
tain various resources, including IP address, link 
bandwidth, forwarding capacity, cache, ses-
sion resources, and so on, which work as the 
basic elements to provide broadband services. 
Resource management is one of the key pro-
cesses of network operation. Allocating resourc-
es in a timely manner to meet the needs of 
different categories of customers and achieving 
global optimal resource allocation efficiency 
at the same time within limited resources have 
always been the goals of network resource man-
agement.

Meanwhile, network operators are devoting 
increasing attention to IP address management, 
since IP addresses are the primary resources to 
provide connection and services on the broad-
band Internet. In most current cases, the IP 
address management system lacks an automat-
ed control mechanism. For instance, the address 

system integrated in broadband remote access 
servers (BRASs) is configured statically via com-
mand line interface (CLI), and the management 
of IP addresses is purely artificial. Network oper-
ators manually allocate IP addresses when they 
are exhausted in a BRAS. Some users might have 
to wait until new IP blocks are assigned to the 
BRAS. Therefore, the timeliness of address alloca-
tion cannot be guaranteed.

Moreover, the increase in number, diversity 
and complexity of modern network devices and 
services bring new challenges for the manage-
ment of IP addresses in new IP networks.

1. The efficiency of manual assignment is often 
sub-optimal. Real-world address resources are 
often managed across multiple, partly disconnect-
ed systems. Different systems lack timely inter-
action about the usage of the addresses, leading 
to the situation where one network element falls 
short of IP addresses while another one possesses 
redundant addresses. Manual resource manage-
ment could cause slow scheduling and reduce the 
efficiency of resource utilization. 

2. The address configuration burden of net-
work operators based on network elements 
could be non-trivial and heavy. IP address 
resources for various network systems need to 
be adjusted quickly due to frequent user and 
traffic dynamics. Besides, IPv6 transition tech-
nologies create the need to control and share 
addresses among entities. Addresses of differ-
ent network slices should be configured on each 
transition instance for high availability (HA) sup-
port. Therefore, resource utilization of network 
systems could change very quickly. However, the 
current IP address management system depends 
on manual management and configuration, and 
lacks an open programmable interface for auto-
matic IP resource management, which leads to 
a heavy maintenance burden and slow response 
to dynamics.

3. Inefficient and trivial manual management 
leads to serious fragmentation of IP addresses. 
IP address resources no longer consist of large 
blocks of consecutive addresses, but a random-
ly scattered set of many small blocks or even 
independent individual addresses. The granulari-
ty of the address distribution is often as trivial as 
/23, /24. Such fragmentation further decreases 
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resource utilization efficiency and complicates 
manual management. Without open program-
mable interfaces and automated control, the 
clustering of small blocks or single IP addresses 
is difficult to realize. We have summarized the 
detailed problem statement in [1]. 

The problems of manual monitoring and 
management of networks have been recognized 
by the industry community. Huawei Technolo-
gies Co. Ltd. proposed the SDN-Based Refined 
O&M to achieve nanosecond-level service 
quality detection in data centers. Reference [2] 
proposed a communication method, communi-
cation system, resource pool management sys-
tem, switch device, and control device to better 
utilize SDN flow tables and controller resources. 
However, no previous efforts addressed the chal-
lenges of the IP address resource monitoring and 
management.

To improve the utilization efficiency of IP 
resources and reduce overall operating expense 
(OPEX)/capital expenditure (CAPEX) at the 
same time, operators have been looking for a 
more intelligent, agile, and flexible approach for 
controlling and managing IP address resources. 
Assignment of such resources should work across 
multiple services, support flexible allocation, 
reclaiming, and reallocation capabilities, support 
various network elements such as BRAS, virtu-
al BRAS (vBRAS), carrier-grade network address 
translation (NAT) (CGN), and firewalls, and sup-
port different types of addresses including IPv4 
public/private network and IPv4/IPv6 addresses.

In this article, based on real-world Internet 
service provider (ISP) requirements from IP net-
works, we abandon the traditional manual and 
distributed configuration of IP address resourc-
es, exploit the benefit of software defined net-
working (SDN) [3] central control, and propose 
the Address Resource Pooling and Intelligent 
Management (ARPIM), a centralized IP address 
resources pooling and intelligent management 
system, to automatically allocate and revoke 
address resources. ARPIM migrates traditional 
manual IP resource management to centralized, 
programmable, and automated scheduling to 
increase the flexibility of address resource alloca-
tion. It maintains a centralized address resource 
pool and monitors the IP resource utilization of 
each network element, based on which it dynam-
ically allocates or revokes addresses to achieve 
optimal resource scheduling.

This article makes the following contributions:
• We conclude the scenarios for address 

resource management in ISP networks 
and identify design requirements for the IP 
address resource pooling and management 
system to guide the system design.

• We propose ARPIM, an SDN-based central-
ized system, to address the design require-
ments by providing flexible, automated, and 
optimal management of IP address resourc-
es.

• We evaluate ARPIM with extensive exper-
iments based on real ISP networks and 
users from China Telecom. Our experimen-
tal results show that ARPIM can improve 
IP resource utilization efficiency to a large 
extent while automating IP address resource 
management and reducing manual work.

scenArIos And desIgn requIrements of 
Address mAnAgement

We list some commonly seen scenarios for IP 
address resource management in ISP networks.

IP Allocation for BRASs/vBRASs: BRASs/
vBRASs require pre-configured IPv4 and IPv6 
address resources to allocate IP addresses to 
users through Dynamic Host Configuration Proto-
col (DHCP)/Point-to-Point Protocol over Ethernet 
(PPPoE) at the edge of IP networks. Generally, to 
meet the needs of different types of services and 
customers, each BRAS/vBRAS would have multiple 
local address pools and require timely allocation 
of IP addresses in order to address user dynamics.

IPv6 Transition: In order to meet the needs 
of different transition scenarios, networks often 
deploy more than one transitional technology as 
well as remaining redundant backups. IPv6 transi-
tion mechanisms (e.g., DS-Lite [4], Lw4over6 [5]) 
need to configure address pools, which are used 
as translated routable addresses. A centralized 
address management entity should be provided 
among different transition instances. In the early 
IPv6 transition stage, technologies such as NAT444 
could occupy a larger proportion of addresses, 
while in the latter stage DS-Lite and Lw4over6 will 
require a larger proportion of addresses.

IP Allocation for Third Party Systems: Systems 
such as OSS and OpenStack [6] should be able to 
acquire IP addresses from the IP address alloca-
tion system through RESTful application program-
ming interfaces (APIs) to allocate IP addresses 
to hosts under their management. Besides, in 
network functions virtualization (NFV), manage-
ment systems (e.g., OpenStack) will also require 
addresses from the IP address allocation system 
in a RESTful manner. Therefore, the system should 
be able to provision such services in cooperation 
with Domain Name Service (DNS) or DHCP serv-
ers.

Based on the above cases, we illustrate our 
insights on the design requirements of the IP 
address pooling and management system.

•In order to obtain optimal efficiency of 
address resource allocation, we need integrat-
ed and centralized IP address management that 
offers an aggregated view on all stages of the life 
cycle of IP address resources, from selection to 
allocation to reclaiming.

•As address consumption in each device 
changes quickly over time due to changes of 
users, services, traffic, or session volumes, the 
management system should automatically gath-
er resource utilization from devices and react 
dynamically.

•IP address resource management policies 
should adapt to a broad variety of usage scenar-
ios and multiple types of network entities, both 
physical and virtual, including BRAS, vBRAS, 
broadband network gateway (BNG), virtual BNG 
(vBNG) [7], CGN, firewall, residential access net-
work (RAN) [8], and so on.

•The IP address management system needs to 
handle IPv4 and IPv6 resources, networks includ-
ing sub-netting, and prefixes with any valid config-
urable prefix lengths. All well-defined and Internet 
Engineering Task Force (IETF) Request for Com-
ments (RFC) covered address types should be 
administrable. 
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•IP address management shall meet additional 
requirements including high reliability, availabili-
ty, security, and performance, according to best 
practices for mission-critical infrastructure.

ArPIm ArchItecture
To meet all requirements, based on SDN, we 
design ARPIM, which primarily serves the devic-
es on network edges. The system includes three 
major modules.:
• A centralized network resource pool man-

ager that automatically performs IP address 
allocation and reclaiming according to net-
work dynamics

• A centralized controller that communicates 
with underlying network devices through 
southbound interfaces such as NETCONF 
[9]

• Network elements enhanced with an address 
management agent (AMA) that monitors 
local resource usage and communicates with 
the centralized controller. 

In addition, we also designed southbound interfac-
es based on the NETCONF/YANG [10] model for 
the controller to issue address policies and gather 
resource utilization status. The architecture of the 
system is shown in Fig. 1. The function of each 
module is elaborated in the following sections.

network resource Pool mAnAger

The network resource pool manager (later referred 
as “Resource Manager”) maintains a global IP 
address pool in a database, and the online infor-
mation of all network elements in the vBRAS man-
agement module. As shown in Fig. 2, to achieve 
intelligent scheduling of resources, it gathers the 
information of device deployment and IP address 
consumption of network elements in a centralized 
manner in the address inquiry module, dynami-
cally decides address allocation or reclaiming 
strategies in the address allocation module accord-
ing to device address usage ratio, and issues the 
policies to the controller through the controller 
management module. We design user interfaces 
(UIs) for the Resource Manager to display address 
utilization status and statistics information to the 
administrator. Besides, in order to expose the capa-
bility of address allocation for third party systems 
including OSS and OpenStack, the Resource Man-
ager expose the address management capabili-
ties through RESTful interfaces. Finally, we design 
southbound interfaces through which the Resource 
Manager communicates with the controller to 
issue policies, acquire address usage, and allocate 
or reclaim address blocks in a timely manner.

centrAlIzed controller

The ARPIM controller collects address utilization 
status of network elements through southbound 
interfaces, after which it regulates different inter-
face protocols into a standard format and reports 
the information to the Resource Manager through 
northbound interfaces. Also, the controller is 
responsible for distributing address related pol-
icies to each network element and converging 
reports from each device in order to reduce the 
volume of information processed by the Resource 
Manager. The controller is implemented based 
on ONOS [11], a widely used open source con-
troller with some functional extensions including 

network element address utilization status gath-
ering and regulating, address policies distributing, 
and its support for various southbound interfaces. 
As shown in Fig. 2, we mainly implemented two 
types of southbound interfaces: NETCONF for 
virtualized network elements and Radius for hard-
ware network elements.

enhAnced network elements

Enhanced network elements refer to all the equip-
ment at the edge of the network, such as vBRASs, 
which are under the management of ARPIM. Each 
network element is extended with an address 
management agent (AMA) module that corre-
sponds to the address pooling resources manage-
ment functions. The AMA module receives the 
address allocation or reclaiming policies, collects 
local address utilization status, and reports the sta-
tistics to the controller regularly according to prior 
configurations through southbound interfaces. 

ARPIM-enhAnced network ArchItecture

We also consider implementing ARPIM in an NFV 
environment. The NFV orchestrator (NFVO) is 
responsible for the overall management of virtual 
network elements such as vBRASs in the underly-
ing infrastructure, which is a pool of CPU, memory, 
storage, and other resources. The virtualized net-

Figure 2. Architecture of the resource manager and controller.
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work function manager (VNFM) is responsible for 
life cycle and performance management of vBRAS 
devices, such as element instantiation, expansion, 
shrinking, and other functions. The element manage-
ment system (EMS) is responsible for completing the 
main traditional new functions of the network ele-
ment management tasks in the virtual environment. 

Therefore, we implement the Resource Manag-
er and the controller as functional modules in the 
VNFM, and implement the AMA as an extension 
in the EMS. In this way, we can support centralized 
intelligent address management in NFV networks.

resource mAnAger workflow
ARPIM migrates the address configuration from 
the traditional manual manner to centralized and 
automated scheduling to enhance the flexibility of 
address resource allocation. This section illustrates 
the workflow of the address pool management 
mechanism. We depict the workflow in Fig. 3. 
There are three major stages in the system, which 
are elaborated below.

network element InItIAlIzAtIon

The IP address of the controller is pre-configured 
to network elements. When a device gets online, it 
establishes a NETCONF connection with the con-
troller and applies for initial address pool resources, 
in the form of IP address blocks, from the Resource 
Manager. Then the device can allocate IP addresses 
to end users and broadcast the appropriate rout-
ing information. Meanwhile, the Resource Manager 
marks the allocated address block as occupied to 
avoid reallocation of the same resources.

Address resource AllocAtIon

Network elements calculate the utilization ratio of 
their own address pools, based on the proportion 
of the number of allocated addresses to the total 
number of address resources, and report to the 
controller regularly. If there is a rapid increase in 

the number of online users, the utilization ratio of 
the address pool resources will reach the pre-con-
figured alarm threshold. Under detection of such 
a report, the Resource Manager starts an address 
allocation process. 

First, the Resource Manager selects appropri-
ate IP blocks from the central resource pool that 
can satisfy the device’s requirements and allocates 
them to the controller with the symbol of identifi-
cation and domain name of the network element. 
Second, the controller sends the new address 
resources to the specified device according to the 
Resource Manager’s instructions. Finally, the net-
work element that fell short of IP addresses will 
be able to quickly obtain new IP addresses and 
allocate them to the increasing number of users.

free Address reclAImIng

In situations such as a rapid decrease in the number 
of online users, the utilization ratio of address pool 
resources will reach the reclaiming bottom thresh-
old. The Resource Manager will start its resource 
reclaiming process of free address blocks. First, 
the Resource Manager sends the identification of 
the reclaimed address resources and identification 
of the relevant network element to the controller. 
Second, the controller notifies the particular device 
to reclaim the address resources and cancel the 
related routing information. Finally, a successful 
reclaiming is reported to the Resource Manager by 
the controller to change the status of the reclaimed 
address to “idle.” In this way, the address resources 
can be recycled, which improves overall resource 
utilization efficiency across network elements even 
in different areas.

decIsIon tree of the resource mAnAger

In order to automatically manage IP address 
resources and obtain optimal utilization of address 
resource allocation, the decision tree of the 
Resource Manager plays a core role in the whole 

Figure 3. The workflow of centralized address resource pooling and scheduling system.
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system. We summarize the policy decision tree in 
consideration of all kinds of situations in Fig. 4.

southbound InterfAce models
The design of address resource pooling and an 
intelligent scheduling system can accommodate 
both NFV virtual network elements and exist-
ing hardware network elements by developing 
a unified southbound interface set. Major mes-
sage types between the controller and underly-
ing network elements include regular report of IP 
resource utilization, IPv4/IPv6 address allocation, 
and free address reclaiming. We mainly introduce 
NETCONF YANG model-based information struc-
ture as follows.

IP resource utIlIzAtIon rePort model

module: ietf-address-pool-status

+--rw address-pool-status

| +--rw address-pool* [address-pool-name]

|  +--rw address-pool-name string

|  +--rw address-pool-id string

|  +--rw domain-name string

|  +--rw status enumeration

|  +--rw address-pool-entries

|   +--rw ipv4-addresss-block* [ipv4-adress-block-name]

|   | +--rw ipv4-adress-block-name string

|   | +--rw address-pool-id string

|   | +--rw peak-address-usage-ratio uint32

|   | +--rw average-address-usage-ratio uint32

|   +--rw ipv6-addresss-block* [ipv6-adress-block-name]

|   | +--rw ipv6-adress-block-name string

|   | +--rw address-pool-id string

|   | +--rw peak-address-usage-ratio uint32

| +--rw average-address-usage-ratio uint32

This model describes the utilization informa-
tion about IP address resources in network ele-
ments. The “address-pool-name” field describes 
the name of the address pool. The “status” field 
describes the status of the address pool as active 
or idle; the “peak-address-usage-ratio” describes 
the peak usage rate of the address block. The 
“average-address-usage-ratio” field indicates the 
average usage rate of the address block.

IPv4 Address AllocAtIon model

module: ietf-address-pools

 +--rw address-pools

 | +--rw device-id int

 | +--rw time double

 |  +--rw address-pool* [address-pool-name]

 | +--rw address-pool-name string

 | +--rw address-pool-id string

 | +--rw domain-name string

 | +--rw address-pool-entries

 | | +--rw ipv4-adress-block* [ipv4-address-block-name]

 | | | +--rw ipv4-address-block-name  string

 | | | +--rw ipv4-address-block-id int

	 |	 |	|	+--rw	ipv4-prefix	 string

	 |	 |	|	+--rw	ipv4-prefix-length?	 int

 | | | +--rw user-gateway inet:ipv4-address-no-zone

 | | | +--rw gw-netmask yang:dotted-quad

 | | | +--rw type address-pool-type

| | | +--rw lifetime yang:date-and-time

 | | | +--rw primary-dns dns-primary

 | | | +--rw secondary-dns dns-secondary

This model is used for IP address allocation to the 
network elements. The “device-id” field describes 

the ID of the device that applied for address 
resource. The “address-pool-name” field describes 
the name of the address pool. The “ipv4-address-
block-name” field describes the name of the ipv4 
address block that is allocated to the device. 
The “lifetime” field describes the lifetime for the 
allocated address block, over which the device 
should renew its application for this address block.

free IPv4 Address reclAImIng model

module: ietf-address-pools

| +--rw address-pools

| +--rw device-id int

| +--rw address-pool [address-pool-name]

| +--rw address-pool-name string

| +--rw address-pool-id int

| +--rw address-pool-entries

| |  +--rw ipv4-address-block* [ipv4-address-block-name]

| |  | +--rw ipv4-address-block-name string

| |  | +--rw ipv4-address-block-id string

| +--rw leasing-time int

This model describes the interface informa-
tion of the reclaiming process. The “device-id” 
field describes the ID of the device that releas-
es address resources. The “address-pool-name” 
field describes the name of the address pool. The 
“ipv4-address-block-name” field describes the 
name of the IPv4 address block to be reclaimed. 
The “leasing-time” field describes the leasing time 
of the reclaimed address block.

ImPlementAtIon And evAluAtIon
We have implemented the Resource Man-
ager and the controller of ARPIM based on 
the ONOS controller, and extended the AMA 
module of a private software implementation 
of a vBRAS. Based on the Apache Karaf [12] 
Open Service Gateway Initiative (OSGI) frame-
work adopted by ONOS, we implemented the 
Resource Manager and the controller of ARPIM 
as subsystem bundles and loaded them into 
ONOS as dynamic modules (9.2K LoC). The 
extended controller bundle can be further divid-
ed into three modules, including northbound 
interface module, core control module, and 
southbound interface module. The northbound 
interface implementation separates underlying 
device information from the Resource Manag-
er. Therefore, in a situation where device failure 

Figure 4. The decision tree of the resource manager.
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occurs, the Resource Manager will not be affect-
ed. The core control module transforms message 
types between southbound and northbound for-
mats. The southbound interface implementation 
communicates with network elements includ-
ing vBRASs or BRASs through the NETCONF or 
Radius protocol. 

For the vBRAS extension (2K LoC), based on 
the IETF YANG model, we designed and imple-
mented the southbound interface extension to 
our original developed vBRAS software. All south-
bound interfaces follow RFC 6241 [9].

We deployed the system in two provinces 
from China Telecom, based on which we evalu-
ated system performance with real network users.

PerformAnce And cAPeX of vbrAs vs. brAs
ARPIM considers NFV as an important using scenar-
io for IP address management. Therefore, we imple-
ment ARPIM in an NFV environment in a metro-area 
network with vBRAS deployments. Table 1a shows 
the real-world performance and CAPEX of vBRAS 
and BRAS. To provide equally high bandwidth (20 
Gb/s) and support as many users (16,000) as a 
BRAS, a vBRAS needs an X86-based hardware serv-
er with 16 CPU cores. The estimated total CAPEX of 
vBRAS is $27,000, which is 80 percent higher than 
hardware BRAS. Therefore, currently a vBRAS has 
no advantage in CAPEX compared to a BRAS with 
equal performance.

However, a vBRAS provides much higher flex-
ibility and lower CAPEX for upgrading network 
functions and supporting new network functions. 
As shown in Table 1b, for some scenarios where 
ISPs implement a dedicated BRAS for sparse val-
ue-added services in local networks, the BRAS 
should be enhanced with NAT functions. In this 
situation, the CAPEX of vBRAS remains $18,000 
with a simple software upgrade, while hardware 
BRAS suffers an increase of $48,000 in CAPEX due 
to the additional NAT cards. Therefore, the CAPEX 
of a vBRAS is 57 percent lower than a traditional 
hardware BRAS. Moreover, virtualized implemen-
tation could, to a large extent, decrease the time 
for new network functions to come to the mar-
ket. To enhance a hardware BRAS with NAT, net-
work operators should deploy additional hardware 
devices, adjust link resources, load bandwidth, and 
so on while virtualized implementation could be 
deployed with simple software upgrades. 

Therefore, from the ISP’s point of view, NFV 
could still reduce the overall CAPEX and the time 
for new network functions to come to market.

oPeX of ArPIm vs. trAdItIonAl mAnuAl mAnner

It is common for there to be hundreds of BRAS 
devices in a metro area network. Traditional man-
ual IP address configuration of such a large num-
ber of devices will cost lots of human work and 
increase OPEX. During each address allocation pro-
cess, the network operator has to configure many 
fields into the BRAS device including the IP address 
block name, the gateway, the address range, the 
DNS server for this address block, and the domain 
name. Besides, the operator has to manually con-
figure related routing information about this address 
block. All the above human configurations of ONE 
address block for ONE device could cost minutes, 
and configuration of the entire metro area network 
would incur a heavy burden on OPEX. However, 
in ARPIM, through central IP address pooling and 
automated configuration, the controller online reg-
istration process, vBRAS device online registration 
process, device status report process, and address 
allocation process could each be implemented in 
60 ms (Fig. 5), which could save lots of human effort 
and thus reduce OPEX. 

In the situation where the IP resources for one 
device are exhausted, as all IP addresses have 
been allocated to other devices, the operator has 
to manually log in each device to check if there 
is a free address block, delete related address 
information and routing information, and then 
re-allocate the reclaimed address block to the 
exhausted device. However, in ARPIM, a BRAS 
device can report its IP utilization status in as lit-
tle as 60 ms. The centralized Resource Manag-
er could analyze the resource utilization of each 
device according to its regular report and reclaim 
free addresses to the resource pool in 40 ms. In 
this way, ARPIM could offer timely reaction for 
IP address exhaustion situations in seconds. This 
could not only reduce OPEX, but provide better 
service experience for network tenants. 

Address utIlIzAtIon effIcIency of 
ArPIm vs. the trAdItIonAl mAnner

In traditional configuration, IP addresses are 
manually pre-configured to network elements. IP 
addresses are dedicated to related devices. The 

Table 1. Performance and CAPEX of vBRAS vs. BRAS.

(a) For traditional broadband access scenarios

Device type Hardware
BW 

(Gb/s)
Support 

user
BW/user 
(Mb/s)

CAPEX 
($)

BRAS 1 box 20 16,000 1.25 15,000

vBRAS 16 CPU cores 20 16,000 1.25 27,000

(b) For enhanced networking scenarios such as NAT

Device type Hardware
BW 

(Gb/s)
Support 

user
Time to 
market

CAPEX 
($)

BRAS
+NAT

1 box+
2 NAT cards

20 32,000 ~Month 63,000

vBRAS
+NAT

16 CPU cores 20 32,000 ~Day 27,000

Figure 5. Time consumption of each stage in ARPIM.
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device will not release the IP address blocks even 
if they are entirely free. However, when the IP 
address resources in one device are exhausted, 
the operator of a traditional BRAS has two reac-
tive approaches. 

First, the operator could allocate a new address 
block to the device. However, if the address 
block in another device is entirely free, the overall 
resource utilization efficiency is decreased.

Second, the operator could “randomly bor-
row” IP addresses from a second device by 
migrating the entire or part of an address block 
from one device to the other. The size of the 
borrowed address block depends on how many 
addresses are free in the selected device. In some 
extreme cases, the operator has to fetch one IP 
address to fuel the exhausted device, which could 
cause serious fragmentation of IP addresses and 
decrease address utilization efficiency. 

On the other hand, ARPIM forms a centralized 
shared IP address pool for all devices. The free 
address blocks reported by each device could be 
reclaimed in a timely manner, assuring quick re-al-
location for devices with few IP address resourc-
es. In this way, IP address blocks are less likely to 
be partitioned, and the resource fragmentation 
situation could be alleviated. 

ArPIm scAlAbIlIty

We built an ONOS cluster comprising three con-
troller instances, and measured the maximum 
network elements that can be supported by the 
cluster. Evaluation results demonstrate that the 
cluster could maintain 3000 sessions (i.e., network 
elements), which could cover a metro area net-
work. ARPIM could support more network ele-
ments through extending the cluster size.

conclusIon And future work
In this article, we propose ARPIM, a centralized IP 
address resource pooling and intelligent manage-
ment system based on SDN to satisfy real demands 
from ISPs. We introduce the system architecture, 
workflow, address resource scheduling algorithm, 
and interface design of this technology. Experimen-
tal results demonstrate that this technology can not 
only improve the utilization of IP network address 
resources immensely, but also reduce the address 
resource configuration burden of network manag-
ers. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first 
article by an Internet service provider about cen-
tralized IP resource pooling and intelligent manage-
ment for network elements.

For future work, we will deploy this new tech-
nology on a large-scale network system to validate 
the feasibility and performance. We will also try to 
apply the centralized management approach to 
other network resources, including forwarding 
capacity, cache, and so on, to achieve higher uti-
lization.
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